Weekly Radio Broadcasts from Phil Bete Over WRNL

Dean's List of Honor Students Carries 20 Above That of 1938

William & Mary Players Club Opens Season By Presenting "The Inspector General"

Folin Gives Eye-Picture of Crisis

raises Question "Will Czechoslovakia Rise?"

Edward M. Folin, new professor of political science at the College, said that the situation today is similar to that prevailing in the central European countries in 1933.

Convoction For Honors Tomorrow

The Founders' Dinner Shown 20 who were able to come at last night Tuesday. (Continued on page five)

Spanish Club Will Meet Next Monday

With the Expropriation of a male member of the club one of the members of the club.

WSGA Elects Ellen Kordich to Judicial Post

Ellen Kordich was elected to the post of Judicial Post Wednesday at the meeting of the club.

Harpischordist Gives Preview at Palace

He will give a preview of his performance at the Palace Thursday evening.
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Students particularly require good light for their work.

Better Light for Better Sight

Virginia Electric and Power Co.

The FLAT HAT

Johnny Divers and Mary Carl
take center stage at the
Haitian Nights," one of their
first star turns, at the Flat
Hat last night. Johnny
played up to the hilt, sang
amusing and gay songs, and
made the band in the corner
jingle to a train whistle.

PRESIDENTIAL TUESDAY

The Faculty Council will hold a special
meeting tonight at 7:30 o'clock. It is
always in interesting meetings should
show a high attendance of the
student body.

The FLAT HAT

Tuesday, October 17th, 1939

For Fall Fashions

To tie in with your new fall
suit from The IDEAL BEAUTY
SHOPPE you can fashion
your hair for many occasions.

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT TODAY

At The IDEAL Beauty Shoppe
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Last Saturday marked the first time that William and Mary played in the Big Six. The competition was fierce, as the odds were against the Indians from the start. Despite their lack of experience, the William and Mary football team performed admirably. They played with determination and skill, resulting in a close match that kept the audience on the edge of their seats. However, in the end, the Indians fell short, but their efforts were not in vain. (Continued on page five)

22 Games On
Slated Cage Schedule

6 Lettermen Return
Formal Practice To Begin Next Month

(Continued on page five)

2 Teams In Tie for Lead
With 4 & 0

Phi Alpha, Sigma Pi, and S. A. E. All Unbeaten So Far

H-S Shows Great Promise
In Beating Guilford, 32-0

Tennis Enters Third Week
Of OP-6 Opponents

Each week of the intercollegiate season is important, and this week brought a series of close matches. The William and Mary players, under the leadership of Coach Carl Smith, showed their skills and determination in every game. Although they lost some close contests, they proved themselves capable of handling tough opponents. The team's performance is a testament to the hard work and dedication of its members. (Continued on page six)

Women Initiate New Point Monogram Award

A newinitiative specifically designed to honor the outstanding achievements of the William and Mary women's sports teams was launched this year. The Point Monogram Award recognizes female athletes who excel in their sports while maintaining academic excellence. This year's recipients are as follows:

Tigers Much Improved Over Last Year

This season, the William and Mary football team has shown significant improvement over last year. The players have worked hard to develop their skills and strategies, resulting in a strong season so far. The team's performance demonstrates the commitment and dedication of the players and coaching staff. (Continued on page five)

Bethlehem Boys Run U. of Virginia Game

To Win Bizarre, 6-5 Tie

In this thrilling game, the Bethlehem Boys, led by their star quarterback, scored a dramatic touchdown in the final seconds to secure a victory over the University of Virginia. The game was full of twists and turns, with both teams displaying exceptional athleticism. The Boys' victory was a testament to their hard work and the卓著 efforts of their coaching staff. (Continued on page six)

PHANTOM PHIL

Last year was a successful season for Phantom Phil, who notched another victory in his first game. The team, under the guidance of Coach Carl Smith, displayed their prowess in handling both the offensive and defensive phases of the game. Phantom Phil himself led the team with a series of remarkable plays, setting the tone for the season. (Continued on page five)

H. S. Moore's New Quartet

H. S. Moore, the new quarterback for William and Mary, has been a revelation on the field. His exceptional throwing accuracy and quick decision-making have been key factors in the team's success. Moore's leadership has been evident in each game, and his performance will undoubtedly continue to impress in the upcoming matches. (Continued on page six)

ODD BITS

A number of men on the football team were going to have Phil Phillips on the sidelines as a result of a knee injury. Unfortunately, his absence will be felt by the team, but with the strength and depth of the squad, they are confident in their ability to perform. (Continued on page five)
We Must Have A Policy

In regard to an "official" policy, the Executive Board of the Student Body, concerned with the general interest of the College, feel that it is in our best interest to discuss certain vital questions. The various student associations—students, faculty, administration, and alumni,—have definite opinions, so why not put the Flat Hat to work and discuss them all? Presently, our editorial column is devoted to the discussion of current events, but a large part of the opinion expressed in it is not necessarily in accordance with the general sentiment of the student body. The Flat Hat is investigating this situation in the hope of clarifying it and bringing about the establishment of an "official" policy. If you wish to see a student newspaper which still should be a student newspaper, it should express the sentiments of the entire student body. You, the student body, should have a voice in the running of your own newspaper. The Flat Hat is trying to raise the moral, scholastic, and social standards of this college. This, of course, is in keeping with the raising of the college standards, and to this end he cooperated most sincerely with the established authorities for raising the moral, scholastic, and social standards of this college.

...it seems

When Russia and Germany signed their non-aggression pact, many were inclined to ridicules these. The Germans are supposed to be the modern world's top diplomats, and it was often thought that they were too weak to stand up to a neutral power. Jaap ten Oever, a Dutch newspaperman, wrote that the German-Franco treaty meant that Germany would be isolated.

EUROPEAN STUDIES

By Carl Mucke

In 1933, the German people had a very bad case of Melancholia. Mutely did they sit and watch the world go by, and there was no talk of Germany's role in the world at all. When Hitler came into power, he decided to change this. He began by making speeches about how Germany was a great nation, and how she must be respected. This idea was not new; it was the same idea that the Nazis had when they first came to power. But this time, it was much more effective. The world was ready to believe that Germany was a great nation, and so it was easy to make her respected.

RUSSIAN STUDIES

By Carl Mucke

The Russian people were also in a state of Melancholia. They had been through a lot of hard times, and they were not sure that they would ever be able to get back on their feet. But when Stalin came to power, he decided to change this. He began by making speeches about how Russia was a great nation, and how she must be respected. This idea was not new; it was the same idea that the Soviets had when they first came to power. But this time, it was much more effective. The world was ready to believe that Russia was a great nation, and so it was easy to make her respected.

The Flat Hat is investigating the moral, scholastic, and social standards of this college, and to this end he cooperated most sincerely with the established authorities for raising the moral, scholastic, and social standards of this college.
Honeymoon in Bali, which stars Fred MacMurray and Madeline Carroll, is an adroit story of super-sophistication, accentuated by bristling dialogue, which dallies delightfully at times oil comedy in the oil fields. Alan Dinehart and Melville Cooper are the hand to keep the tempo high, while comedian Lee Bowman, rubber-liant character actor from the Russian Theatre, and funnygirl Helen can do this are severa...